
I misjudged the distance to a
buck in November of 2002 and cut
hair off his brisket. Instead of bolt-
ing at the sound of the shot, the
buck looked at the ground where
the arrow had hit and then made a
small circle straight toward me
looking for the source of the bleat I
had made to stop him. He never
even heard the first shot – nor the
second for that matter. I didn’t miss
the second time and he merely
stumbled a few yards before falling
just 25 yards from my tree. He was a
solid trophy buck in the mid-140s
and I can attribute his harvest to
just one thing: a quiet bow.

That buck is all the reason I
need to shoot only the quietest bows
I can find and deck them with acces-
sories that will make it even quieter.
I’m cynical by nature when it comes
to gear. Not everything I have
bought over the years has delivered
on its promises, but the bow
silencers on today’s market are not
among that group. They really
work. In fact, they should be stan-
dard issue on every bow that goes
out the door. Here is the kind of dif-
ference they can make.

COMPARISONS TO 
KNOWN SOUNDS

In 2002, I flew out to
Washington State to the Sims facili-
ty to test bows. My goal was to learn
which of the many bows on the mar-
ket that year was the quietest. I
learned something else along the
way: how much difference a full
decking of silencing accessories
could make in the overall sound
level of a bow.

We recorded sound data curves
on the computer and then I came up
with a scientific formula to compute
a relative noise level for all the test-
ing. The relative noise level took
into account both maximum ampli-
tude of the sound and its duration.
The higher the relative noise level,
the louder the perceived sound.
Here are a few common sounds for
comparison.

Finger snap: Relative Noise
Level: 1.22. We conducted this aver-
age volume finger snap at the same
distance from the microphone as
the bows when we shot them.

Clapping hands: Relative Noise
Level: 2.03. The maximum ampli-
tude of a person lightly clapping
their hands together from roughly
two to three inches apart is compa-
rable to a very quiet bow being fired.
However, the hand clap doesn’t res-
onate for as long (the duration is
less) so its overall noise level is less
than all but the quietest bows carry-
ing string silencers.

Quietest bows: The quietest
bows right out of the box (70 pounds
peak weight, 30-inch draw and a
487-grain arrow) with no acces-
sories except a simple rest installed
were the Alpine Stealth with a rela-
tive noise level of 5.31 and the
Mathews Legacy with a relative
noise level of 6.10. (Remember this
was 2002 so there have likely been
some bows made since then that are
quieter.)  Compare that to hands
being clapped from a couple of
inches apart and you see this is pret-
ty quiet performance for a 70 pound
bow. Next, I wanted to see how
much difference all the Sims acces-
sories would make when installed
on a loud bow.

THE SIMS SOLUTION
It is amazing what you can do

with a loud bow when you dress it
right. We took the loudest of the 16
bows we tested (it shall remain
nameless) and added all the Sims

noise reducing products and shot it
again. We wanted to see how much
of the noise we could remove with
these after-market products. For
the record, we added String
Leeches, Modular Stabilizer system,
Enhancer 2000, LimbSavers and
Grip Wrap.

The Sims products removed
66% (2/3) of the noise present in the
bow versus when we shot it right out
of the box. That loud bow had a rel-
ative noise level of 9.84 right out of
the box and only 3.40 with all the
Sims products installed. That’s an
amazing reduction in noise and one
of the main reasons I feel these
products should be standard issue
for every bowhunter.

The products reduced the initial
amplitude of the noise slightly (the
noise associated with the string and
limbs bottoming), but where this
gear really stood out strong was in
the reduction of time it took for the
noise to die out. The noise level of
the fully rigged bow damped out in
31 milliseconds as opposed to the
bow shot right out of the box that
took 74 milliseconds to damp out.
Remember, what you hear (and
what deer hear) is just as much a
factor of the duration of the sound
as it is a factor of the amplitude of
the sound.

THE LATEST SIMS GEAR
The Sims line contains a few

new products, but that is not to
diminish the market importance
and continued popularity of their
standard offerings. The LimbSaver

The LimbSaver
Ultra was intro-
duced in 2004 and
that Sims product
remains the most
popular solution
to bow limb noise
on the market. It’s
available for split
or solid limb bows
with a molded in
camo finish.



This Browning Illusion
has ImpacStop limb
pocket vibration isola-
tors and string vibration
suppressing cradles that
stop the string and snub
off vibration as soon as
the arrow is gone. Also
featured on this bow
from the Tucson, Arizona
manufacturer are PSE
String Chubs Silencers.

The Lore stabilizer and
Whisker Biscuit rest from
Carolina Archery
Products will make your
customer’s shots even
quieter. The quietest pos-
sible accessories don’t
have any moving metal
parts. That’s why the
Whisker Biscuit is so
quiet and one reason it is
so popular with hunters.
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Ultra is their most recently intro-
duced limb-mounted silencer and it
replaced the original LimbSaver in
2004.  Like the original, the Ultra
works amazingly well and you can
tell immediately when you put them
on that a bow is quieter.

Super String Leeches: The stan-
dard String Leeches are still in the
line, but now Sims also offers the
Super String Leech string silencer.
They designed it originally for use
with crossbows, but they have been
well received for use with hand-
drawn bows also.  

AlphaShox: Sims combined
efforts with Hoyt to produce the
AlphaShox, a pair of black or camou-
flage NAVCOM blocks that fit
between the split limbs of Hoyt
bows.  AlphaShox come standard on
2005 and 2006 Hoyt bows, but are an
after-market addition that fits any of
the recent models of Hoyt split limb
bows.

Mini Xtremes: Many people
liked the Sims Original Xtreme

LimbSavers that
mount at the limb bolt
but they wanted some-
thing smaller.  The
originals are still avail-
able, but now Sims
also offers a smaller
version called the Mini
Xtreme.  The Mini
Xtreme eliminates the
limb bolt washer and
allows you to adjust
the draw weight right
through the unit.

S-Coil Stabilizer:
The S-Coil features the
Sims NAVCOM materi-
al for absorbing vibra-
tion and is flexible so it
also works to reduce
the shock of the
release.

Teflon Cable Guard Slide: This is
an overlooked product that I think is
one of the several items you can put
on a bow to make it idiot-proof.  I put
one on every bow I set up.  There are

two kinds of bow noise: the kind that
occurs after you release the string
and the kind that occurs before.  This
product helps to eliminate the noise

Hoyt’s newer bows feature AlphaShox limb silencers, the
result of a collaboration between Hoyt and Sims Vibration
Laboratory. This bow also sports the Fuse quiver with vibra-
tion dissipating rubber fingers.

Above, Richwood Archery is introducing a
cable-guard mounted StringStopper in
2006. At left, it  sells its Bow TunerZ four to
a package so you can mount two on the
limbs and wrap the others around riser or
accessory mounts. This bow has String
TunerZ that weigh 45 grains. A smaller
Speed TunzerZ weighs 25 grains. Chuck
Nease says the String TunerZ shouldn’t
slow a bow by more than 2 fps, and the
Speed TunerZ may actually work like a
speed button to boost speed if you experi-
ment and find the sweet spot.

Sims Cable Guard silencer and Teflon Cable Guard Slide.
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of the draw.  Wet or
frosty plastic cable
guard slides are noto-
rious for squeaking
and screeching.  That
won’t happen with
s e l f - l u b r i c a t i n g
Teflon.

SILENCING
ACCESSORIES
FROM OTHER
COMPANIES
Sims was the first,

but they aren’t the
only company making
noise absorbing
accessories.  The fol-
lowing companies
make either limb
silencers, string
silencers or both.

Fuse StringShox:
StringShox will appear
in the Fuse line for
2006.  They come
standard on some
2006 Hoyt bows, but
you can buy them
separately through
Fuse.  They look like
little black rubber
footballs that you
sandwich between
your string strands
the same way you
attach Sims String
Leeches.  They have ridges that
absorb string oscillation and vibra-
tion.

Richwood/CSS TunerZ 
Richwood Archery purchased

Custom Shooting Systems a few
years back. Besides making great
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In addition to the Ultra Box Jax I and Ultra Bow Jax II string silencers, Bow Jax makes
Limb Jax (left) and a Big Jax (right) that slips over the cable guard.

Diamond offers a complete bow silencing system called the
Hush Kit. This bow features the complete kit: limb silencers,
string silencers and a cable guard rod silencer.
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shooting CSS bows, Richwood
Archery used the polymer molding
expertise of its parent company,
which makes material handling
equipment for the mining industry,
to help Vice President Chuck Nease
develop a noise silencing product
line called TunerZ.  The Bow TunerZ
have stretch-straps that wrap
around a bow limb, riser or
even a sight frame to absorb
vibration during the shot.
When it comes to making the
bow noticeably quieter, the
best place for the Bow TunerZ
is on the limbs.  String TunerZ
are molded of a soft rubber-
like substance that is report-
edly tough enough to with-
stand thousands of shots.
They will definitely reduce
string vibration, oscillation
and noise.  Some of your cus-
tomers may prefer these over
products like the Sims
LimbSavers that use an adhe-

sive to stick to the bow. And TunerZ
can be looped around risers, quivers
and sights in places where you
couldn’t get a “stick-on” silencer to
stay put.

Bow Jax Inc.: Bow Jax makes five
products that attach to the bow to
silence noise and reduce vibration.
Jax have the shape of an equal-sided
cross with flexible arms to move eas-
ily and soak up vibration.  The Split
Limb Jax is for split limb bows, the
Limb Jax is for solid limb bows.  The
Ultra Bow Jax I and II are string
silencers.  The Ultra Bow Jax I uses
zip-ties to lock it in place and doesn’t
need a bow press while the Ultra
Bow Jax II requires a bow press.  The
Big Jax is a cable guard dampener
that has a friction fit to standard
cable guards. The same company is
introducing a stabilizer that’s formed
by stacking its rubbery silencers.

New Archery Products
ThunderBlox: NAP’s testing shows
that their new ThunderBlox reduce
shot noise by as much as 75 percent
and remove 30 percent of the vibra-
tion from the bow limbs.  NAP offers
three styles: solid limb, split limb
and double split limb models.  They
mount easily on any bow and have a
lifetime guarantee.  

QAD Bow Muffler: Quality
Archery Designs makes a unique
bow limb silencer.  This neoprene
product is essentially a sleeve that
goes around your limb and limb

Circle 11 on Response Card

NAP ThunderBlox limb silencer.

A bow equipped with Quality Archery
Designs’ Bow Muffler.



pocket and serves to smother noise
while camouflaging the limb against
glare at the same time.  One size fits
all because the sleeves attach with
adjustable Velcro fasteners.

PSE String Chubs: String Chubs
are PSE’s version of the rubber-like
string silencer.  Chubs are shaped
like the capital letter H and sand-
wich between the strands of the
string.  Actually, String Chubs are
part of PSE’s Top Gun line of prod-
ucts that include some fine sights
and quivers.  They come standard on
many PSE, Browning and AR bows
and you can buy them separately to
add to any bow on the market.

Tarantula string silencers:
Tarantula is an old name in the
string silencer market.  Their original
fabric Tarantula String Silencers still
show up on many bows each fall.
Their latest product is String Bats,
rubberized diamond-shaped units
that sandwich between the string
strands.

Diamond Archery Hush Kit:
Diamond Archery is a division of
BowTech.  The Hush Kit that you can
buy through Diamond comes as
standard accessories on BowTech
bows and as after-market acces-
sories on Diamond bows.  The Hush
Kit includes two VibraBlocks limb
dampeners, a Cable Muffler cable
guard muffler and four string
silencers.  All of these products have
the same basic design philosophy:
there are many rubbery legs extend-
ing outward that move to absorb
energy and vibration and thereby to
reduce noise.  These products will
work on any bow, not just BowTech
and Diamond. You’ll need to press
the bow and remove the eccentrics
to slip the VibraBlocks on the limbs,
but once they’re on they can’t shoot
off.

BOW-SPECIFIC 
SILENCING PRODUCTS
The innovations in this category

are specific to the manufacturer’s
bows.  In some cases, they can also
be made to work on others bows, but
they aren’t really marketed that way.
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Mathews bows feature Harmonic Damping Systems to reduce vibration in the riser.

The light colored Omega V versions of
Martin’s patented Vibration Escape
Modules use a weight suspended inside.

• Easy, just aim like a rifle.
• Eliminates low-light 

shooting issues.
• Ensures proper and consistent

shooting form.
• Quick on target with 

enhanced pin selection.
• CNC machined.
• Dealer inquiries welcomed!

SHOOT EARLIER • SHOOT LATER
SHOOT QUICKER • SHOOT BETTER

With rifle-like accuracy.
See field testers’ results at

www.fastestbows.com
Can be used with Savage  &  Cobra pendulums.

Patent Pending

Circle 109 on Response Card
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Alpine: Alpine incorporates four
bow-silencing products in their 2006
bows.  In its Denali and Avalanche
bows, Alpine supplies ridged silicone
fillers in the gaps between the split
limbs.  The ridged silicone absorbs
vibration at the limb pockets.  The
company also supplies a riser damp-
ener with these bows (as well as with
the Yukon).  On many of the other
bows in the line, silicone string
dampeners, cable guard dampeners
and Universal Limb Tamers come
standard.  Alpine also sells those
products, as well as their Universal
Sight and Quiver Dampener as after-
market products for any bow on the
market.

Browning ImpacStop: Browning
bows have long featured an elas-
tomeric filler in the limb pocket that
dampened out the transfer of vibra-
tion from the limbs to the riser.  It is
called ImpacStop.  I have shot many
Browning bows over the years and as
a whole, they have been very quiet
shooters.   The ImpacStop module
(and other aspects of the design)
have been successful in their goal. 

Martin: Martin’s version of the
riser-mounted vibration dampener
is called the VEM, short for Vibration
Escape Module.  The latest version of
the VEM is called the Omega VEM or
Omega V, for short.  This feature is
available only on 2006 bows, typical-
ly the mid and upper-end models
that carry the Martin name or the
new Rytera brand.  The Omega V is a
specially designed thermoplastic
that Martin representatives say will

absorb vibration better
than any VEM design
to date.  There is a
weight suspended in
the Omega V that is
free to move in any
direction against the
resistance of the ther-
moplastic to absorb
and burn up vibration
energy.  There are two
Omega Vs on the riser,
one adjacent to each
limb pocket. They’re
domed and lighter in
color than the VEM’s
Martin had used in the
past, and they’re soft
enough that your customers can feel
the weight suspended inside.

PSE: PSE makes a string sup-
pressor that they put on last year’s
Vengeance and the Browning
Illusion.  It is attached to the ends of
the limbs and forms a cradle on each
end of the bow for the string to con-
tact as soon as the arrow is gone.  Of

course, the idea is that the soft rub-
ber cradle will snuff out string noise.

Pearson/McPherson VibX: The
VibX system has been a
Pearson/McPherson design stan-
dard for several years.  It acts as an
isolation layer that separates the sta-
bilizer attachment bushing from the
rest of the riser.  The result is a more

Norway Industries  •  www.duravanes.com  •  1-800-778-4755

New from the makers of 
DURAVANES!  A vane that 
can stand up to the harshest 
equipment and use….the 
SAVAGE is the same familiar 
shape with surprising durability.  
These vanes hold their 
own when used with 
biscuit-style rests 
and any target 
on the 
market.

TOUGH • SILENT • STRONG

Available in eight popular 4” colors: 
white, flo yellow, lime, flo red, red, 
blue, green and black.

Circle 32 on Response Card

String Chubs are in the Top Gun accesso-
ry line from the Tucson bow builder, PSE.

You don’t have to take a bow apart to see the Browning
ImpacStop limb pocket vibration isolators. In the assembled
bow, they’re visible on the side of the limb pockets.
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active stabilizer (the entire stabilizer
is thereby flexibly mounted to the
riser) and less shock and vibration
during the shot.  Less vibration
means less noise.

Mathews: Mathews was one of
the first companies to put a vibration
absorbing system right in the riser.
That was back in 2000 when they
introduced the Harmonic Damping
System.  You’ve probably seen and
heard the dramatic demonstration
where a bare Mathews riser rings
when it’s struck, while one with the

damping system gives off
only a quiet clink.
(Remember Mathews had
one of the quietest two
bows in our laboratory
test.)

Since that 2000 intro-
duction the Harmonic
Damping System has been
in nearly every bow Matt
McPherson has designed.
The system is comprised of
a weight suspended in the
middle of a spoke pattern
of rubber fingers that allow

the weight to move in
any direction to absorb
vibration.  In 2005,
Mathews even put little
harmonic dampers in
the arm of the Cable
Roller cable guard, and a
few accessory compa-
nies have been licensed
to make matching prod-
ucts. (An example would
be the Top Gun K9 HD
sight from Toxonics,
which incorporates the
damping system in the
sight mounting bar.)

Mathews also began using
String Suppressors in 2002.  When
the string returns to its brace posi-
tion during the shot, it snubs
down on the rubber cradles of the
suppressors (one cantilevered off
the end of each limb) to eliminate
bowstring vibration.  Most, but
not all, current bows built at the
Sparta, Wisconsin plant offer this
feature.

THE ROLE OF STABILIZERS
There are many stabilizer com-

panies on the market and their
performance is another subject in
itself.  However, without going into
a lot of detail, I can at least say that
testing I have supervised using
vibration analysis equipment
shows that a good stabilizer will
reduce overall vibration near the
grip area by 10 to 15 percent.  

Solid stabilizers don’t absorb
vibration, they merely balance the
bow.  In order to absorb vibration,
the stabilizer has to have moving
elements that are flexibly coupled

to the bow (or have moving weights
or gel materials inside) so the stabi-
lizer (or something within it) can
move independently of the bow.
That is how you eliminate shock and
vibration.  You can’t do it if nothing
moves.

Hi-Tek has the patent on pow-
der-filled stabilizers, and licenses
that technology to New Archery
Products. If you could shrink down
and hide inside one of their tubes,
you’d see the shot would produce a

Circle 36 on Response Card

Introducing the FISH HAWK! The
World’s First Bow Engineered

Exclusively for Bowfishing
Enthusiasts brought to you by

the Bowfishing Innovator,
AMS Bowfishing!

Our new high strength
custom cam enables

high arrow speeds
with only partial

draws!
Learn more

about the
FISH HAWK

and all our other
Bowfishing Gear at

AMSBowfishing.com,
or call us today at

888-541-7657.

The hollowed out portion of the riser on this Pearson
Stealth is part of the vibration-fighting VibX system.

A cut-away view of the Carbon
CS Doinker stabilizer made by
Carbon Impact.
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momentary snowstorm of powder
than just as quickly settles down,
eliminating some noise and vibra-
tion from the shot through its action.

Many companies produce gel-
filled stabilizers and some combine
that gel with suspended weights. At
Carbon Impact’s plant in Traverse
City, Michigan the Carbon Gel Ultra’s
are made by pouring gel around a
steel sphere in two stages, so the
sphere ends up suspended at the
center of a soft gel mass. Pierre Pujos
said the carbon tube itself has some
damping characteristics due to the
resin component, and he’s been tip-
ping these 1 and 1.5 inch diameter
stabilizers with Ultra LimbSaver
Dampeners that have their own
proven effectiveness.

Leven Industries is the best

known of the stabilizer companies
that uses weighted tips connected
with dampers to the stabilizer bod-
ies. There are literally dozens of
choices in hunting and target mod-
els using “Doinker” technology, sup-
plemented this past year by “A-
Bomb” models that use a chubbier,
ridged Doinker. Leven Industries has
also licensed competitors to use its
Doinker elements: For instance
Carbon Impact introduced a Carbon
CS Doinker in 2005 that used small
gel spheres in the carbon tube, then

The Doinker A-Bomb 4-Inch Shorty
Armored hunter Plus is compact and
weighs 7.3 ounces. Precut CamoSkins
allow your customer to apply different
popular camo patterns.

The Hi-Tek Quad combines three powder
filled rods, an elastomeric coupler and the
main powder filled chamber. The rods
also put the weight away from the bow
giving the shooter the advantage of hav-
ing a longer stabilizer, without the extra
weight, for added balance.

Circle 194 on Response Card
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tipped it with the active Doinkers
that can respond in all 360 degrees at
the shot.

Stabilizers don’t have to look
conventional to be effective.
Carolina Archery Products, which
certainly was thinking outside the
box when it developed the Whisker
Biscuit rest a few years ago, followed
it up with a Lore Stabilizer that dis-
pensed with the conventional tube
in favor of rod-like “linear springs”
that support the soft core and its tip-
mounted weight. Saunders builds
short, wide Bandit and Pro Bandit
models that snap apart to reveal the
ball bearings that act as weights and
can be used to fine-tune balance in
the hand.   

Stabilizers have a real role to
play in balancing bows and tighten-
ing groups, but this article in the
main is about shock and vibration
and that’s not their primary benefit. 

With the elimination of 10 to 15
percent of the bow’s vibration, you
will notice a slight reduction in noise
when you equip your customer’s

bow with an active stabilizer, but this
is not nearly as significant as the
reduction you will notice with limb-
mounted dampeners and string-
mounted silencers.

Once you have silenced the
string and the limbs, the biggest
noise maker on most bows are the
accessories, namely the rest.  These
products can act like tuning forks as
they ring with the bow’s vibration or
they may rattle or click loudly at the
shot.  The quietest rest I have shot is
the Whisker Biscuit.  If you are trying
to set up the ultimate quiet bow, fur-
nish it with a Whisker Biscuit rest.
Other rests in this same category

(with no moving parts) will also be
amazingly quiet during the shot.

CONCLUSION
There is no question that a quiet

bow will produce more kills for your
customers over the long haul.  It
worked for me and it will make a dif-
ference for anyone with a couple of
twenty-dollar bills in their pockets.
Selling bow-silencing accessories is
very gratifying because your cus-
tomers can immediately sense the
value from the very first shot.  With
today’s after-market bow silencing
accessories, you can finally sell a fast
and quiet bow.  

The Drop Zone rest, the Rhino sight and Ridge Hunter quiver have vibration-dampen-
ing elements built right in by manufacturer Trophy Ridge. They are called Dual
Harmonic Dampeners and they serve to reduce vibration in the sight and the quiver. In
effect, they are very similar to the Harmonic Dampeners Mathews puts in their bow ris-
ers. A heavy metal core is surrounded by a rubber spoke pattern that allows the weight
to move and absorb vibration.

Circle 120 on Response Card

The Top Dog K9 HD sight Toxonics introduced in 2005 sports a
Harmonic Damper in the mounting bar to quiet vibration and extend 
the life of the fiber optics. The 2006 version will come in black or pewter, and will get 
the new Metal Optic pins (inset photo) that offers a stiffer, snag-proof design.


